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SUMMARY

The, decreasing availability of fos«U fuela emphasizes the need to develop sysceaa which
will produce ayncheeic fuels to aubatitute foe and supplement the natural supply. A neces-
sary f irst step in the synthesis of liquid and gaseoua fuels is the production of hydrogen.
Thermonuclear fusion offers an inexhaustible source of energy for the production or hydrogen
from water.

The aost promising process, high temperature electrolysis (KTZ) oi stean at ceaperatures
of SlOQO'C is examined. In HT2, a large fraction (up to ^50X) of the energy inaut to apli;
water to hydrogen and oxygen comas from thermal energy. ?or :he projected operating condi-
tions achieved by high teaperatura fusion blanket a, overall efficiencies for hydrogen produc-
tion should be on the order of 60X* The design, thersial-hydraullcs, and materials for such
blsnltets are discussed.

* Work performed under the auspices of the United States Departaent of Energy, Washington,
DC 20838.

t 3y acceptance of this article, the publisher and/or recipient acknowledge the U.S.
Government's right to retain a non-exclusive, royalty-free license in and to any caoy-

rlghc covering this paper.
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1. Introduction

Energy from fusion can help meat United States (U.S.) enargy naads through three mil or

application*: 1) electrical generation, 2) synfuals/chemlcal production, and 3) fissile

fuel production.

Walla eltetrlc generation ha* bean tha traditional rola for fusion enargy, the us* of

fusion In »ynfuel« and chtaical production haa recently begun to be examined in detail (Flllo,

Booth) [1,2 J l . Fu»lon energy can aplit water Into hydrogen and oxygen. Hydrogen haa many

potential <aergy related uses—directly ai a fuel for Industrial procaaaea, aa a fesdacock

for chea^al production (e.g., aswnia) or metal refining (e.g., H-lroa), aa a blend with

natural, gas for (pace heat, or aa feedstock for the production of synthetic hydrocarbon fuels.

Ultimately, synfual production may be the most Important application of fu3ior. energy.

Of the potential hydrogen production processes using fusion energy, 'ATS. appears attrac-

tive. HTS should have che hlgheat fusion co hydrogen efficiency, i>50-6S3, depending on

operating conditions and pouer cycle. HTE cells have operated satisfactorily for thousands

of hours at M.000*C; while engineering development of large systems would be necessary, no

fundamental problema are foreseen.

3rookhaven National LaNoratory ONL) haa been engaged in carrying out a scoping design

study called 5TSTT.3E (?}ilo) 14]. HYFIRE is similar to the commercial fusion Tokamak reactor,

STAXFIRE, except that it baa an 3T2 systea to produce hydrogen and oxygen and a different

blankac and pouer cycle system.

The electrochemical decomposition of water Into hydrogen and oxygen ia an enciat-ersic

.-eaction requiring both heat and electricity. In addition to generating hi jr. tataperafare

steam which provides the tharaal energy for water decomposition, HYJTRE also generates elec-

tricity which is used in the HTE cells (and for operation of fusion reactor 3ys;ea3 like

sagneta and HF heating) Co sake hydrogen. ?uo blanket types are necessary; the first type

heats stem to high temperatures (TH400*3 "- delivery to the HTE cells, while the second

heats a working fluid for the thermal power cycle and electricity generation as veil as for

tritiuo breeding. The HY7I32 blankets are thus fundamentally different from the STA5FI52

blanket.

Fourteen MeV neutrons have a long range la matter and will deposit their energy deep in-

side reactor blankets. This unique featura at fusion neutrons can be used to generate very

high temperatures for high-efficiency hydrogen processes. The interior of the blankec can

be kept ac auch higher temperature* than tha first wall and aodula structure if the latter la

thermally insulated from the interior and cooled by a separate coolant circuit.

Studies of such "tvo-eempersture zone" blankets (Powell) [5] Indicate that the equiva-

lent of approximately 60Z of the total fusion energy can appear as high-grade heat In the

blanket interior. Heat leakage from, the hot Interior will be only a few percent of that

depoelced in the intr'-.or. The energy deposited in the hot interior can then be directly

transferred to high ; -.aperature process si:earn which flows to the high temperature electroly-

sis cells. This avoids the aeed for high temperature hear, exchangers which would be very

difficult to develop,

Tha design aspects of fusion synfuel blankets are examined in this paper. Such blankets

(both those supplying steon to eleetrolyzers and those supplying heat to the power cycle)

ouat aeee a number of important criteria:



o Average trieiua breeding cicln for the reactor muse exceed one,
o SUaconabla pressure drops,
o High fraction of fusion energy la Insulated hot Interior,
o Low thermal leakage froa hot Interior,
o Seasonable electrical generation efficiency (401 or greater), and

o Good material properties and (treasee.
Studies of synfucl blankets lsdicace that these criteria can be met and chat practical

blankets can be designed.
2. HTE Synfual Proceae

The electrochcalcal decomposition of water into hydrogen and oxygen Is an endocheraiic re-
action requiring both heat and electricity. The efficiency of production of electricity fron
fusion reactor heat 1* Halted by Che Carnot relationship and various irreverslbiiicies la
the power cycle. With conventional stesa power cycles, electrical generation efficiency will
be on the order of 402. Since the heae input component for water decomposition is used
directly at eaaentially 1005 efficiency, there la a definite advantage Co making the ratio of
the direct heat input ts the electrical energy Input aa large as possible.

,\a temperature Increases, the reaction enthalpy remains virtually constant. The elec-
trical energy Input, however, decreases with increasing crapera cure while the theraal energy
Input Increases. The Increasing fraction of thermal energy as electrolysis temperature in-
creases results la a higher process efficiency, so chat acre hydrogen can be produced for a
gives fusion energy Input. At the projected HTS Temperature of 1400*C lr. HYJTRE, hydrogen
efficiencies of 55* (fusion energy ~o hydrogen thmital energy can be achieved.

For the HTS operating conditions (? ^ 1~CQ*C, 10Z conversion of steam to hydrogen] in
HVFTS£, approximately half of the Input energy to the HTE cel ls comes aa thermal er.ergy from
the sensible heat of the steam and half as electricity.

Convencional electrolysis of vater Is carried out at near aablent temperatures with
liquid water as the electrolyte. In HTS, atean la eiectrolyzed using a solid ceraoic elec-
trolyte. The electrodes can be hlgh-tcanerature aetall lc or eeranic materials.

Extensive work has been done on the use of solid electrolytes for the high temperature
electrolysis of steam. Hajor developments la high temperature solid oxide electrochemical
cel ls have resulted from studies of solid oxide fuel cel ls at Westlnghouse Research
Development Laboratories Csenberg) [6], The Vestlnghouse fuel ce l l design is based on a
thin layer electrochemical ce l l supported on a chick ceramic porous base. This approach per-
mits significant reductions In electrolyte thickness. In earlier designs where che electro-
lyte was self-supporting, electrolyte thicknesses were large and performance relatively poor.
A schematic of the Westinghouse fuel ce l l is shown in Figure 1. This design also serves aa
Che basis for the high temperature electrolyzer since an electrolyzer is a fuel cell in re-
verse.

For 1000*C operation, che cello are composed of a porous nickel ceraac hydrogen electrode,
a doped lndlua oxide oxygen electrode, and a Zr0,-Y,0. electrolyte which is vapor grown Co a
chlckneaa of several tens of aicronn. Typically, current densities in che electrolyte are on
the order of 500 aA/cn2. The cel l is adaptable Co mass production, with each component laid
down successively in a manner similar >o Che production of Integrated semiconductor circuits.

In order Co keep electrode currents within acceptable l la ics , successive cel ls along
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each alectrolyzar Cuba ace connected in series. A large number of electrolyse* tubes are
than connected In parallel in a large presaure vessel.

3rowb Boverl, In tha Federal Republic of Germany, haa tasced (olid oxide fuel cel ls for
ascended periods of tine. Single cella have operated for over 34,000 hours (Rohr) [7), and
lifetimes of more than five yaara are expected. Thla cel l uses nickel anodes, a lanthanun-
nlckel oxide cachoda, and a 1.2 mm thick electrolyte.
3. HTS Svnfuel Blanket Design

Synfual application* are dependent cm blanket and materials develoeaent. The fusion
blanket pravldei -hraa functioni: 1) convert neutron energy Co hlgh-teoparacure process heat,
e .g. , sceaf. for electrolysis, I) convert neutron energy to high-ceaperature thermal energy for
Input to an electrical power cycle, and 3) bread tritiua. The latter two functions have been
extensively studied In fusion electric generation designs (Sadgar) [S],

Figure 2 illustrates a "two-teuper&curi zone" blanket sodule that supplies high-tempera-
* tura process ateaa to the electrolyzers. This type of blanket was first proposed aa a way

of using an aluminum scructure In fusion blankets to achieve extresiely lov radioactive Inven-
tories. The lov-eemperacure structural shell of tha module has a separate coolant circuit
and is thermally insulated from the hot Interior. The neucron and gamma energy deposited In
che hot interior ceramic bed heats the high-teaperature steam flowing through i t .

For a fualon/HTE reactor, tha blanket would be divided Into two regions—the first would
supply seeea and process heat to the elecerolysers while tha second would provide heat for
the power cycle that generated electricity for the electrolyzers. Because of the necessary
very high internal temperatures, a. g., 140u*C In the steam-cooled process heat modules, the
blanket lodulaa in the first region oust be of the two tesperature zone type. They would
have water-cooled setal shells (e .g . , of stainless sceel) at a relatively low temperature,
e .g . , n-3G0*C. The interior of each aodula would have steam-cooled refractory oxide rods
operating at a anich higher temperature, e .g. , M.400*C.

Approximately 405 of the reactor would m covered by process heat modules; modules In
the remaining 60" of the blanket would provide heac for the electrical power cycle and would
breed tritium. Of the fusion energy captured by the HTE process heat modules, most ("-5C-60I)
would appear la the high-temparacure steam coolant. The remainder would be removed by :he
coolant for the low temperature shell and used for electrical power generation.

The sodulea for the electric generation cycle can ba of the single-temperature or two-
teaperature ty^e. In the 3NL HTZ dealgna, they have generally be of the lector type however,
with a Ha cooled interior (SIC, 3e, and T.1A10,) at ŜOO'C and water cooled nodule shells
stainless steel) at "'300'C. The tvo-tempara.ure zone construction permits one :o achieve
good thermal cycle efficiencies, on the order cf 401, while keeping the stainless structure
at temperatures which enhar.ee i t s resistance tu radxation damage.

The breeding blanket uses Be as a neutron multiplier in the front of the hot interior,
followed by a neutron aoderatlng region (ZrC or SIC) In the rear. LlAllX, Is che absorbing
aaterial for tritium breeding. About 70S of tha total fusion energy (^24 MeV/fusJai) is de-
posited as heat In the hot interior.

The breeding ratio achieved In the breedii.g blanket aust be high, >1.5, In order to have
the average breeding ratio for tha fusion reactor as a whole exceed one. In fact, it appears
necessary that son* partial breeding be carried out in a back breeding .tine behind the pro-
seas steam nodules. In order to allow sufficient aargin for neutron losses to penetrations
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(for example, pumping and beam lines) aa wall as errors in neutron cross sections, tne aver- .

a'g* of T/n for the reaccor should be on cha order of 1.1. For a breading ratio of 1.S5 in

the breading modules, thi3 requires that the breeding zone behind the process steam nodules

achieve a breeding ratio of 0.4 or greater.

Neutronic analyses of process steam modules have also been carried out. For optimized

designs, a breeding ratio of 0.50 can b« schleved while retaining a high fraction C^5Z) of

fusion energy deposited in the sreata coolad interior and reasonably good q values (22 XeV/

fusion).

4. HTg Synfuel Blanket Thermal Hydraulics

Thermal hydraulic analyses have been carried out for a wide rang* of conditions, with

numerical values for tha parameters chosen to determine the dominant effects on blanket

design from a thermal hydraulics point of view. Both KTE and power/tritium modules have been

analyzed. Tha pressure of the helium coolant for the hot interior is typically on the order

of 30 ato, AT on che order of 400*C, and cha pumping power on c.ne order of 1-25 of the blan-

ket thermal paver. la effect, the helium coolant circuit conditions are roughly comparable

to that in the KTGR, with the principal difference being the somewhat lower pressure fcr che

primary circuit than the HTGEL

Tha water coolant conditions for the tubes in the module shells will approximate rhose

in FUR's with a pressure of ^2000 psi, a top tesperature of i300*C, and peak heating fluxes

of "-1 M(/n . The 3remstrahlung surface heating on the sides of the tubes facing the plasma

(Figure 2) is of the same order as the heating In che module shell. This coida to flatten

the azlmuthal heat flux distribution around each tube. Tha pressure drop In the water cir-

cuit can be kept to less than one atm.

Depending on the HTS process design, the thermal hydraulic conditions in che sceaa—cooled

portion of the HTE process heat modules can be more Uniting than those in che He or H_Q

coolant circuits for several reasons: 1) tha coolant is a gas (steam) at a relatively low

pressure, e.g., 10-20 atm (compared with He at "^>Q atm), 2) the temperature rise of the

coolant in the blarkee can be as lov as 1150'C (compared with the He circuit where AT is

1^00'C) if it is pegged to the temperature drop in the electrolyzer unit, and 3) che coolant

can a*Ue a large number of passes, on tha order of 10, through the blanket if it passes in

series through a corresponding number of process heat nodules.

Typical results for thermal hydraulic analyses for the HTE process hest modules are

ausmarized in Figure 3. Tha Interior of the hoc sceam module is composed of a packed bed of

zlrconta roda, 1 oi Is diameter, with the rod length varying from a ainiaum of 3 o to a maxi-

mum, of 5 a.

In tha pressure drop plot of Figure 3, tha effects of varying Independent parameters

such as nuTiimim steaa temperature, steam pressure, and so on, are shown In a unique way.

Lower, average, and higher on tha abcissa ref'ir to the independent parameters at che specific

values Indicated on ths plots. For example, the plenum, height Is varied from 3 cm (lower),

5 ca (average), to 7 ca (higher). To calculate tha pressure drop for plenum heights af 3 ca

and 7 cm, average values of all other paraaecers are used. This will also be che case when

the steaa temperature and other parameters are varied. Values of the pressure drop ac in-

termediate values may be found by Interpolation as well as extrapolation. The pressure drop

Increases by increasing the module diameter for tha same set of independent parameters. Zx-

cepc for a 3 cm plenum height, the pressure drop msy be kept to less than 1 atm throughout

5
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the blanket nodul*. The parameter values are representative of -expected blanket dasign

figuros BO that cha range of praaaure drops are, Indeed, a good croaa sactloa of blanket

parforsinne.

Changing cha maximum staao temperature, rod length, and heating fraction of tha hot in-

terior bed have little affect on tha pressure drop. Cn tha other hand, changing the plenum

height, void fraction in tha hoc interior, temperature increase In che bed, and steam pres-

sure have a more pronounced effect on the pressure drop. Flow—In chase uses—has been

across the blanket bed, resulting Is lover pressure dropa since tha flow path is lasa than a

meter compared vith 3-3 a for longitudinal flow.

Eight passes la series uould result la a total pressure drop of VL.2 stm for tha 25 cm

diameter module which is probably acceptable. For larger diameter nodules, e.g., 40 co,

rh« pressure drop Is 1*2.4 a n . This ia probably somewhat too high. These results are baaed

on avaraga values. There are ways, though, to reduce the pressure drop aa indicated in Figure

3, although some options may result In other adverse effects. For example, Increasing tha

acaam preasure to 40 atm reduces the pressure drop ^301, but che wall structure thickness

uould have to Increase, Mora neutron energy is then deposited In the thicker structure

rather than In the high-temperature Interior. Consequently, any deaign change to reduce pres-

sure drop must be carefully exaained for its affects on neutronics and structxal aspects.

The ball bed or rods will be somewhat hotter than the local steam tenperature. The total

surface area In the bed is very large, however, so that even with a relatively low film co-

efficient, the peak temperature difference between che bed and 3team i3 astinated to be only

^50-100'C.

tn summary, both pressure drop and fila taiiperature drop appear reasonable vi:h steam

coolant forcheHTE blanket oodules. Opcinum parameters and/or designs nay be sonevhat dif-

ferent rtton shown here, buc not significantly so.

5. HTS Synfuel Blannat Materials

The feasibility of any fusion blanket primarily relates to materials. Tha modular

blanket acructura suat maintain vacuum integrity In the highly damaging neutron environment

for years. Thermal cycling and aputtering effects will also be important. Most designs pos-

tulate periodic blanket replacement, but a lifetime of several years or more is needed for

practical reactors. This problem will be coaaon co all blankets, regardless of whether they

are used to generate synfuels or electricity. Materials research and development efforts In

tha fusion program are expected Co lead to satisfactory materials for first walls and blanket

structural sheila.

Questions related to tha special Interior materials for an HT2 blanket, however, need to

be Investigated. The stability of refractory oxides, such as ZrO., or Al,0 , in the interior

region of cha blanket is crucial. These materials will be exposed Co high—temperature steam

or gceam/hydrogen process screams and will bfi subject Co neutron damaga, radiation, and cycl-

ing. Tha oxida refractories In tha STE blanket interior will ba In tha form of roda or balls,

with tha thermal Inaulacion becvaen cha high-teaparature interior and tha structural shall

baing a low—density block or fibro-ua mac.

Thaaa maccclala must not crumble and Inject large amounts of fines into cha process

screast and ouat maintain thermal insulacion capability during the life of cha blanket.

Materials compatibility tests in the aceam and steaa/hyarogen mixtures have been carried

out at BNL (Horn) [9], These indicate that ZrO2 and Al,03 have negligible weight leas up to

6
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Cha Baxlm.ua temperatures a:udi«d, 'VISOO'C (Figure 4). The effects of radlacion exposure nave
not been lnveatigsted, however, and should be examined as pare of the fusion materials develop-
stenc program.

Critical Co the successful operation of the 3HL two temperature zone blanket is the per-
formance of the Insulator separating :he two temperature zones. In addle<.on to low thermal
conductivity, the insulating material should have high resistance co radiation damage,
should maintain i t s structural integrity in the coolant/radiation environment, and 3hould have
low density to minimize total Internal heat generation within It . It should also be com-
patibia with i t s gaseous environment—stean for the process, heat nodules, helium for the elec-
tric generation modules.

Table I summarizes the results of the materials tested in air, argon, helium, and ataan
In a non-radlatlon environment. The thermal conductivity teats in helium were Halted to
temperatures on the order of SOCC due to the power requirements of the heater, so that the
data shown at 1000'C are extrapolated values. At this temperature there appears to be not

much difference between the five inaulatlons tested. The zirconla fel- has the lc-i?«*«»t con-
ductivity (0.40 W/m-X) and the alumina-silea mat tha highest (0.54 Wn-K).

In sum&ary, tha zirconia felt has the lowest thermal conductivity at 1000'C but 1C9 d?.--
sity la three times that of the carbon felt and two times the aluoina-silca mat density. The
graphite felt would have equal insulating performance in helium as that of zirconia felt but
25? thicker. The increase in weight vould s t i l l sake it one of Che lightest of :he insula-
tions; therefore, at this point, graphite felt would be the preferred Insulation for t!-.e
helium-cooled electric generation sodules. Of the inateriala tear.ed, chough, all have approxi-
mately the same thermal conductivity values in the soseratcre range of interest; are al-
compatible with helium; and al l uould be accoetable !or the elecv.ric generation blanket
modules.

The choice la not 30 clear for Insulating the steam-cooled modules. Graphite has been
tested in steam at ^900#C and appears satisfactory up to this temperature; however, it does
not appear likely that i t would be suitable all the way up co 1400"C. The best insulator
from the standpoint of compatibility with ZrO, hoc interiors would be ZrO, fe l t , perhaps with
some graphite felt in the cooler regions adjacent to the fir3c wall and structural, shell.
6. S"""«ry and Conclusions

Fusion is a promising source for synthetic fuel3. The unique ability of fusion energy *o
jen«rate very high process temperatures should result in efficient processes for the genera-
tion of hydrogen from wacer decomposition. Hydrogen can ba directly used as a fuel or com-
bined with carbon to produce portable liquid or gaseous carbonaceous fuels.

Of the salty potential processes for hydrogen production, HTE of steam appears co be
the most promising. HTS cells havo operated at high temperatures for long periods. The
process ateam would be supplied from high-temperature, two zone fusion blankets. The overall
efficiency, £usion-to-hydrogen chemical energy, 13 projected to be in the range of 5O-7OZ,
depending on the process conditions and type of power cycle. Large-scale HTE technology can
probably b« developed by the tia* that the first commercial fusion reactors would be operat-
ing.

31ankata for HTE fusion reactosti appear practical: tritium breeding ia adequate, thermal
ial-hydraulic performance is good, sud the required material performance achievable.
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TABLE I

SWMARY OF >«ATS3IALS TESTED

Thermal Conductivity of Iniul»tor» In the Teopirature Sange of 300-1000*C

I ; Watta/a-K

i • Al l i Argon ' H«lium i Sceaa

1

' 8 lb/ft3 !

Carbon felt,
5 ib/ft3

j Sraphite felt,
4 Ib/ft3

Zirecoia fibrous board,
24 is/ft3 :

ZirconLa felt,
14 lb/ft3

.06

.07

.08

.22

NA

HA

.14

.17

1 .07

i . 1 -

i . 1 1

.07

1 . 0 8

.28

.29

.27

. 1 4 ' •

.17

.24

.24

.26

.15

. 18

.54

.51

.51

.49

.40

• —

.11

.25

i •"

—
. 25

.45

.15

.26
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